
  
 

Sacred Wisdom is a 
series of three 

Saturday workshops. 
 

2016 

October 22 

November 19 
2017 

January 21 
 

9:30-12:30 

Cost: $180 
A copy of the book 

is included. 
 

All sessions are held at 
MossTerra. 

When we devote no time to the inner life, we lose the habit of soul. ��� 

We become accustomed to keeping things at a surface level. ��� 

���If we fail to acquaint ourselves with soul, we will remain strangers in our own lives. ������ 

John O’Donohue 

 

We didn't come to this life to be human doings rushing around at warp speed, our lives very full but not very 

fulfilling. We came to this life to be human beings of body, mind, and spirit rooted in clear intention and 

meaningful purpose. It is a balance, harmony, and knowing we hold within us. It is the longing and call of 

our soul.     •••     There is also a call from the ancestors to awaken the power and potential of spiritual 

wisdom. For ourselves, our families and communities, and our planet. We welcome the ancestral wisdom 

and ancient cosmology of Ireland to ground and guide this journey of coming home to ourselves. For 

claiming the habit of soul.     •••     These workshops are created in alignment with the teachings of the 

Tuatha Dé. A copy of A Legacy of Wisdom: The Genius, Power, and Possibility of Ireland's Indigenous 

Spiritual Heritage  will be provided to participants. 

 

. 

 
 

For more information and registration contact Judith Nilan 
judith@stonefires.com   253.884.3927 

•••        P A R T I C I P A N T  R E F L E C T I O N S       •••  
 
I have had validation of my path and transformation in my life.   •••   This is heart connection, 

community connection, earth and spirit connection. I felt spirit and earth in me in this 

workshop, rather that feeling them something I need to go out and connect with. I also loved 

how these teachings were woven into everyday life and real life situations – and integrated with 

what I already know.   •••   This workshop has intellectual depth, space for personal 

experiential meditations, and a sacred space of deep intention to ask provocative questions and 

to hear your own soul’s answer.   •••   Judith knows her stuff. Her knowledge of traditions, 

beliefs, history, and culture is vast. You will come away with a rich understanding of this Irish 

heritage.   •••   The way Judith presents the material comes from a very personal connection to 

Ireland and the Irish people. It is a true gift! 

Sacred     Wisdom 
Living a life that feeds your soul 


